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Introduction

Proprietary Information

This document contains information that is confidential and proprietary to Econolite, it may not be reproduced, distributed, or translated in any other language, in whole or in part, without written approval from Econolite and/or its associated partners.

Copyright

The user acknowledges that all content included in this document, including the information, data, software, photographs, graphs, typefaces, graphics, images, illustrations, drawings, designs, icons, written and other material (collectively, “Content”) and the arrangement and compilation of the Content are intellectual property and copyrighted works of the manufacturer.

Trademarks

“ZincBlue” is a registered trademark of Econolite. Use of third party trademarks, brand names, trade names and/or product names are for informational purpose only and are the trademarks of their respective owners.

Support

Support Contacts

For technical support, please contact an Econolite support representative:

Support Phone: 800.225.6480
Support Email: support@econolite.com
Support Website: www.econolite.com/support

Returns

For product returns, please contact an Econolite support representative to obtain a return material authorization (RMA).

Econolite
1250 N. Tustin Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92807

Returns Email: repairs@econolite.com
Support Phone: 800.225.6480

Save the packaging material in the event a return is needed. Econolite does not warranty product damage from return shipping unless it is shipped in approved packaging.
Warranty

Econolite’s ZincBlue2 is covered by Econolite’s Limited Warranty. Please refer to the Limited Warranty in the back of the manual.

About this Manual

This manual contains information to help owners and operators understand how to safely and properly prepare, install and operate the Econolite ZincBlue2. Attention to this manual will help avoid risks, reduce repair costs and downtime, and increase the reliability of the ZincBlue2.

Instructions in this manual must be followed to ensure proper installation, operation and maintenance of the system in accordance with the Limited Warranty.

Save this Manual

This manual provides guidelines for safe and reliable ZincBlue2 operation. Save this manual, it contains important installation and operating instructions. If you have any questions about the safe installation, operation, or maintenance of the ZincBlue2, contact an Econolite support representative (visit www.econolite.com/support or call 800.225.6480).

ZincBlue2 Recycling

Econolite cares about our environment and has made arrangements for users to easily recycle all ZincBlue2 components, including the cases, electronics, cabling, and batteries at end of life. Each ZincBlue2 component has a recycle label on the back of the enclosure indicating how to contact our recycling partner ER2 to properly recycle ZincBlue2 products.

Disclaimer

While efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy and validity of information contained in the document, Econolite assumes no responsibility and disclaims all liability for any errors and/or omissions that may be contained herein.

Due to possible changes and/or updates to component design and software applications, this document, completely or in part may become obsolete or out-of-date until a subsequent revision is released by Econolite.

Econolite may make changes to specifications, product descriptions, and documentation at any time, without notice.
Safety

Safety Symbols

Econolite ZincBlue2 Uninterruptible Power Supplies (ZincBlue2) are carefully designed and tested to ensure that they are safe and reliable products when used properly. To ensure the safe and proper use of Econolite’s ZincBlue2, the following symbols are used on the product and throughout this manual. Operators, buyers, and technicians must observe each occurrence of these symbols as they appear throughout the document. Only qualified personnel should carry out instructions accompanied by these symbols.

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) and Battery Safety

This Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) and batteries must be installed in a UL or 3rd party safety approved cabinet by trained personnel qualified in the safe use of high-energy power supplies and their batteries. Also assumed is knowledge of the local electrical code(s) and their safe application.

To prevent accidental shorts, shocks or electrocutions, never let water or any form of liquid enter the UPS and batteries.

Do not operate the UPS and batteries with damaged cables and wires. Defective cables and wires must be replaced before system installation. Prior to system installation, verify that all cables and wires are properly secured and connected. Faulty connections can interrupt operation and cause irreparable damage to this product.

Dismantling or opening the equipment enclosures will void the product warranty and create risk of electrical shock. The equipment enclosures should only be opened by a Econolite representative or trained professional.

Don't leave interconnect cables plugged into batteries when not in use.

This ZincBlue2 system is design for fail safe operation. With a failure of the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W, the PIM will automatically bypass in order to provide Utility power to the Cabinet load. The Transfer switch internal to the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W is a normally closed relay contact that defaults to the AC input connected to the AC output.
**Warnings and Cautions**

**UPS**

- To avoid fire, shock, or death; turn off power at circuit breaker or fuse and test that power is off before wiring, servicing, or removing.

- Read this manual prior to installation and operation. If you have any questions about safe installation, operation or maintenance, contact Econolite’s Support Department.

- Carefully unpack the components. Report any shipping or other damage at once.

- Never let live battery wires touch the UPS, the enclosure, or any other metal objects.

- Use proper lifting techniques when lifting or moving the UPS or its components.

- At high ambient temperature conditions, the UPS’ surface can be very hot to the touch when operating.

- Ensure ventilation to the left and right sides of the UPS enclosure.

- To be installed and/or used in accordance with electrical codes and regulations.

- Before installation, verify the input voltage and current requirements of the load are met by the UPS’ output. Verify the line voltage and current meet the UPS input requirements.

- To avoid electric overload, do not exceed output rating.

**UPS Input & Output Values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Power</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Voltage Range</td>
<td>120Vac Nominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Current</td>
<td>15A max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Frequency</td>
<td>60Hz nominal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UPS Output</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output Voltage</td>
<td>120Vac ±2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Current</td>
<td>8.3A Typical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Power</td>
<td>1000VA Typical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Frequency</td>
<td>60Hz ±0.5Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Waveform</td>
<td>Pure Sinewave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS Efficiency</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Battery Panel / Module**

- Battery installation and servicing should be done or supervised by personnel knowledgeable about batteries and the required precautions.

- Battery Panel / Module must not be installed in a sealed enclosure, ventilation must be provided.

- Use proper lifting techniques when lifting or moving the batteries.

- Never dispose of batteries in a fire.

- Never open or damage the batteries.

- A battery can present a risk of electrical shock and high short-circuit current. The following precautions should be observed when working on batteries:

  - Remove watches, rings, or other metal objects.

  - Use tools with insulated handles.

  - Disconnect the AC input to the Battery prior to connecting or disconnecting battery terminals.

  - Ensure that the Battery is OFF before connecting or disconnecting battery interconnect cables. The Battery Panel / Module indicator LED will be OFF.

  - Never short pins inside battery cable connectors.
UPS

UPS Introduction

The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W and ZincBlue2 UPS 1500W (ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W) are 1000 Watt and 1500 Watt UPS systems that utilizes an Intelligent Two Stage Operation with an oscilloscope function and is developed to operate with nickel-zinc batteries. It is designed for installation in all signalized and ITS cabinets and can be rack mounted in 2U - 19" EIA racks or shelf mounted.

ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W functions using an Intelligent Two Stage operation.

Stage 1: This stage includes Line Conditioner, Waveform Monitoring and Switchover to battery backup functions. The line conditioner function attenuates surges and spikes on incoming utility power. Oscilloscope functionality continuously measures the incoming AC waveform and monitors for voltage, frequency and waveform anomalies outside of user programmed thresholds. When any voltage, waveform or frequency threshold is exceeded, transfer time to battery backup is a rapid <33ms (typical). The triggering event waveform is 500ms in length captured with 250ms pre-event and 250ms post event sine cycles, along with a day/date time stamp in the event log. Up to 1000 events with waveforms can be stored in the event log and accessed through the browser-based ZincBlue2 Software. When any of these thresholds are exceeded, transfer time to battery backup is <33ms.

Stage 2: This stage includes Waveform Monitoring and Return to AC Power functions. Continued vigilance by the oscilloscope function in Stage 1 monitors the incoming utility AC line for recovery within the user-defined thresholds. The voltage, waveform anomalies and frequency must all be within their threshold limits prior to returning to utility AC power. If any one of the three parameters exceed their thresholds within the line qualify time of 3, 10 or 30 second windows, then the time window restarts once all parameters are again within their proper ranges.

UPS Overview

(The numbering system below correlates with the above product photos)

1. Display
   4 line X 20 character LCD with white LED backlight. 128 X 64 pixel monochrome LCD screen.

2. UPS FAULT (Solid Red)
   The solid red LED will be ON any time the UPS cannot provide battery backup.
The red LED will be ON when:
• The UPS input voltage is out of spec
• The UPS inverter is not operational
• The load is too high for the UPS
• The ambient temperature is outside the operational requirement of the UPS
• The battery voltage is too low
• No batteries are attached or available
• The tilt switch is activated while the UPS is in backup mode

Note: If the ‘Bypass’ switch of the PIM (separate box) has been switched to UPS Bypass (utility to load), battery backup will not be available because the UPS has been bypassed.

3. **BACKUP MODE ON (Solid Green)**
The solid green LED will be ON any time the UPS is supplying backup power from the batteries.

**BACKUP MODE ON (Flashing Green)**
The flashing green LED will be ON any time the UPS is supplying backup power and the batteries are below 10% capacity. The green LED will flash at a frequency of twice per second.

4. **RELAY TRIGGERED (Solid Yellow)**
The solid yellow LED will be ON when any of the user configurable relays are activated.

5. **ETHERNET**
If your ZincBlue2 is connected to a network, direct connection to the ethernet port will allow access to the ZincBlue2 Software web application. The Ethernet port can also be used for local firmware updates.

6. **BACK**
The push button changes the display to the previous menu or screen and serves as a BACK button and SAVE function.

7. **NAVIGATION DIAL**
Rotating navigation dial for control of the LCD screen cursor. Pushing the dial functions as a Select button.

8. **BATTERY INPUTS**
Six (6) battery inputs for connecting battery panels/module to the UPS via the provide Digital and DC Power Interconnect Cable. UPS is certified for use with only the following Econolite batteries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manuf. Name</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Nominal Voltage</th>
<th>Battery Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Econolite</td>
<td>00100-1089-202 Panel 500W</td>
<td>48Vdc</td>
<td>500W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Econolite</td>
<td>00100-1089-204 Module 500W</td>
<td>48Vdc</td>
<td>500W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Econolite</td>
<td>001000-1089-210 XRT 3600W</td>
<td>48Vdc</td>
<td>3600W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. **RELAY CONTACT TERMINALS**
8 independent programmable relays with NO (normally open) and NC (normally closed) contacts. Relays can be programmed for the following: Power Failure, Power Resume, System Faults, Time of Day, Battery capacity %.

10. **UPS AC OUTPUT TO PIM**
Connection between UPS AC Output to PIM via the provided AC Power Interconnect Cable.

11. **UPS AC INPUT FROM PIM**
Connection between UPS AC Input from PIM via the provided AC Power Interconnect Cable.

---

**Physical Characteristics**

ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W……………3.7”H x 17”W (19” w/ mounting) x 11.6”D Weight 12 lbs.
ZincBlue2 UPS 1500W……………4.6”H x 17”W (19” w/ mounting) x 11.6”D Weight 14 lbs.
Batteries

ZincBlue2 Battery Panel & Battery Module Introduction

The ZincBlue2 Batteries are available in two form factors, the ZincBlue2 Battery Panel and ZincBlue2 Battery Module. Both are 500W form factors operating with nickel-zinc batteries and an intelligent battery management system. The batteries can be charged with either the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W or the Wall Charging Adapter.

ZincBlue2 Battery Panel & Battery Module Overview

1. **COLD START**
   Manually cold start the ZincBlue2 using the batteries to enable quick startup of an intersection. With a battery panel or module connected to a UPS, push and hold for 5 seconds for immediate system cold startup. Hold for 10 seconds to turn off.

2. **BATTERY OUTPUT**
   The connection point between the Battery and UPS via the provided Digital and DC Power Interconnect Cable.

3. **AC INPUT**
   The connection point between the Battery and PIM. Use the provided AC Power Interconnect Cable.

4. **HANDLE**
   Used for lifting the battery panel.

5. **STATUS**
   A multi-color LED indicators that provides battery status
   - Green = Backup Mode
   - Blue = Charging Mode
   - Red = Battery Fault
   - White Blinking = Charged, battery at rest

**FORCE OFF**
Press and hold the Cold Start button for 10 seconds to turn off the Battery Panel/Module.
Physical Characteristics

ZincBlue2 Battery Panel 500W .................. 1.1"H x 19"W x 24.4"D 24.4 lbs.
ZincBlue2 Battery Module 500W .............. 2.3"H x 17"W (19" w/ mounting) x 12.1"D 21.1lbs.

ZincBlue2 XRT Battery Introduction

The Econolite ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh (ZincBlue2 XRT) is available in one form factor and comes with the ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh IMS and four monobloc nickel-zinc batteries.

ZincBlue2 XRT comes with a 3600Wh intelligent management system that connects to four 1kW monobloc nickel-zinc batteries. For full operation, the system must include the ZincBlue2 UPS and PIM.

ZincBlue2 XRT Overview

1. COLD START/FORCE OFF
   Manually cold start the ZincBlue2 XRT to enable quick startup of an intersection. With the monobloc nickel-zinc batteries connected, push and hold for 5-8 seconds for immediate system cold startup. Hold for 10-20 seconds to turn off.

2. BATTERY OUTPUT
   The connection point between the ZincBlue2 XRT and ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W via the provided Digital and DC Power Interconnect Cable.

3. AC INPUT
   The connection point between the ZincBlue2 XRT and PIM via the provided Locking AC Power Interconnect Cable.

   Note: If installing multiple ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh units, each additional unit will need to be independently connected to a 20Amp protected AC circuit via the AC INPUT port on the front of the ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh IMS with the XRT AC Power Cable. Additional ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh units cannot be daisy-chain connected to the PIM.
3. **BATTERY INPUTS**
Four individual connection points between the monobloc nickel-zinc batteries and ZincBlue2 XRT via the provided DC Power Interconnect Cable.

4. **BATTERY STATUS**
Four multi-color LED indicators that provide individual monobloc nickel-zinc battery status:
- Green (Solid) - Backup Mode
- Blue (Solid) - Charging Mode
- White (Blinking) - Charged, battery at rest
- Red (Solid) - Battery Missing/Miswired
- Red (Blinking) - Battery Fault. Call your representative for assistance
- Red / Blue (Alternating) - Weak battery detected, charge mode.
- Red / Green (Alternating) - Weak battery detected, discharge mode.

5. **MICRO USB PORT**
Reserved for manufacturer use.

6. **AC POWER**
A 20Amp Breaker to turn AC ON/OFF.

7. **BATTERY TEMPERATURE**
Battery Temperature Sensor is necessary for proper temperature compensated charging of the monobloc nickel-zinc batteries. Connect the battery temperature sensor cable to the port on the ZincBlue2 XRT and connect the ringed end to any battery terminal. This cable is required for system operation.

8. **BATTERY POWER**
A 50Amp Breaker to turn the Battery INPUT & OUTPUT BUS ON/OFF.

---

**Physical Characteristics**

ZincBlue2 Battery Panel 500W.................1.1"H x 19"W x 24.4"D 24.4 lbs.
ZincBlue2 Battery Module 500W..............2.3"H x 17"W (19" w/ mounting) x 12.1"D 21.1lbs.

**Power Interface Module (PIM)**

**PIM Introduction**

The Power Interface Module (PIM) provides an easy-to-connect interface for incoming utility AC connecting to the UPS and the load.

The PIM provides an auto bypass function that enables the technician to remove and service the UPS without shutting down utility power. If, for any reason, the output of the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W is not available, then the PIM will automatically connect the load to the utility line voltage.
PIM Overview

1. **TO UPS AC IN**
   AC Input from PIM to UPS via the provided AC Power Interconnect Cable.

2. **FROM UPS AC OUT**
   AC Output from UPS to PIM via the provided AC Power Interconnect Cable.

3. **UPS TEST OUTPUT**
   Test output for the UPS. This output is always connected to the UPS output, regardless of Bypass Switch position.

4. **CABINET LOAD**
   Connection points of the cabinet load to the PIM.

5. **UTILITY INPUT**
   Connection points of AC power from the utility line to the PIM.

6. **LOAD**
   20A breaker protection for the load.

7. **UPS TEST**
   15A breaker/switch on incoming utility AC power.
   - In the ON position the AC from utility input is connected to the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W providing power. The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W is passing utility Input power through to the CABINET LOAD as well as the UPS TEST OUTPUT on the PIM. No Battery backup is used (assuming AC Utility power is present).
   - In the OFF position the AC from utility input is removed from the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W and backup mode will be active.

Note: The UPS TEST switch is NOT used to check runtime as it does not disconnect AC POWER from the Battery Panel/Module.

8. **BYPASS LIGHT**
   Will be lit when utility is directly connected to cabinet load.

9. **TO BATTERY AC IN**
   *ZincBlue2 Battery Panel/Module*: The connection between the PIM and Battery AC Input on the ZincBlue2 Battery Panel or Module via the provided AC Power Interconnect Cable.
   *ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh*: The connection between the PIM and Battery AC INPUT on the ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh IMS via the provided Locking AC Power Interconnect Cable.

---

Physical Characteristics

PIM..................6”H x 10”W x 4”D 3.7 lbs.

Installation

Installation Safety

⚠️ A battery can weigh up to 33 lbs. To avoid injury, use proper lifting techniques when unboxing and installing.

⚠️ UPS or battery(s) installation on a cabinet shelf or rack mount above your head is not recommended without the use of properly staged ladders and assistance in lifting and placing the equipment.

⚠️ Save the packaging material in the event a return is needed. Econolite does not warrant against product damage from return shipping unless it is shipped in the original packaging.

⚠️ The ZincBlue2 system should be installed in a restricted access environment and only installed and serviced by authorized personnel.
Tools Needed

- **Slotted screwdriver** - (1/8" and 3/16") 1/8" used for relay contact terminals. 3/16" used for utility and load connections to PIM.
- **Two Phillips screwdrivers** - (#2) used for mounting the product.
- **Wire stripper** - Used for proper stripping of wires.
- **Crimp tool** - Used for terminating ring lugs (not included) Termination to utility input and cabinet load are #8 screws.
- **Volt meter** - Used to check for voltage and to ensure proper connections.
- **Socket wrench (10mm)** - Used for PIM terminals and to attach the DC Power Interconnect Cable to the monobloc nickel-zinc batteries.

Installing the UPS

The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W is designed to be installed inside primary traffic cabinets and is compatible with 170/2070 33X series and NEMA traffic cabinets.

The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W has a TILT SWITCH function which comes disabled and is a feature that can be enabled in the field via the UPS or ZincBlue2 Software web application. If the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W exceeds 15 degrees from level, the devices TILT SWITCH will become active and will disable the battery bus. The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W status screen will read TILT ERROR and the red UPS FAULT status light will be on. Disconnect the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W from AC Power and adjust the rack or shelf mounting so that the device does not tilt in excess of 15 degrees from level. Then connect AC Power back to the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W. The status screen will read NORMAL and have no status lights on. The About page on your ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W & ZincBlue2 Software will indicate “TILT SWITCH AVAILABLE” when the function is enabled.

Installing ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W

Installation of the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W can be done either by shelf or rack mounting. For shelf installation, no other hardware is needed. For rack mounting installations, use the provided brackets (2) and screws (8) as shown in the figures below.
Installing the Batteries

The ZincBlue2 Battery Panel 500W and ZincBlue2 Battery Module 500W are designed to be installed inside primary traffic cabinets. The ZincBlue2 Battery Panel 500W is compatible with 170/2070 33X series traffic cabinets. ZincBlue2 Battery Module is compatible with 170/2070 33X series and NEMA traffic cabinets.

Installing ZincBlue2 Battery Panel 500W

The ZincBlue2 Battery Panel 500W is not designed to be rack or shelf mounted. The flex design allows it to bend into the unused space between the rack and cabinet wall of 33X series cabinets as shown in the below figures. The space bar and speedy sleeve will assist with installation, use the provided figures and steps to install the ZincBlue2 Battery Panel.

Step 1: Spacer Bar
Insert the spacer bar between the rack and cabinet wall at the bottom of the cabinet. This will support the bottom of the battery panel when installed.

Step 2: Speedy Sleeve
Insert the speedy sleeve between the rack and cabinet wall.

Insert the ZincBlue2 Battery Panel between the cabinet wall and speedy sleeve which is up against the rack. When installing the ZincBlue2 Battery Panel, start inserting with the end opposite of the handle going into the cabinet first.
Installing ZincBlue2 Battery Module 500W

The ZincBlue2 Battery Module is installed by shelf mounting or rack mounting. For shelf installation, no other hardware is needed. For rack installation use the provided brackets (2) and screws (12) as shown in the figure below.

Battery Module Rack Mount Bracket Installation
(8QTY) Screw 10-32 x 5/16" Phil, FH 18-8 Black Oxide SS

Battery Module Rack Mount Bracket Installation
(4QTY) Screw 10-32 x 3/8" Square Cone Sems

Installing ZincBlue2 Battery Module 500W

Installing the ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh IMS

The ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh is installed by shelf mounting or rack mounting. For shelf installation, no other hardware is needed. For rack installation use the provided brackets (2) and screws (8) as shown in the figure below.

ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh IMS Rack Mount Bracket Installation
(4QTY) Screw 10-32 x 5/16" Phil, FH 18-8 Black Oxide SS

ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh IMS Rack Mount Installation
(4QTY) Screw 10-32 x 5/16" Phil, FH 18-8 Black Oxide SS

Installing ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh IMS

Installing the PIM

The PIM can be either rack mounted (19” EIA standard) or placed on a shelf. For shelf installations, no other hardware is needed. For rack installation use the provided bracket (1) and screws (4) as shown in the figure below.

PIM Rack Mount Bracket Installation
(2QTY) Screw 10-32 x 5/16" Phil, FH 18-8 Black Oxide SS

PIM Rack Mount Installation
(2QTY) Screw 10-32 x 3/8" Square Cone Sems

Installing ZincBlue2 PIM
Wiring the System

Wiring Safety

⚠️ Make sure the incoming utility line power is disconnected before making any wiring connections to the PIM.

⚠️ Throughout installation, proper cable management is necessary for a clean install.

ZincBlue2 Cables

**AC Power Interconnect Cable**
QTY: 4 | Length: 8ft
Cable used for all AC Power interconnects from UPS and PIM, and between PIM and Battery.

**AC Power Adapter**
QTY: 1
Adapter for AC Power Interconnect Cable to allow wall outlet charging of Battery Panel and Module.

**AC Power Daisy Chain Cable**
QTY: 1 | Length: 48” to 6”/10” split
Cable used to daisy chain AC Power between batteries.

**Digital and DC Power Interconnect Cable**
QTY: 1 | Length: 6ft
Cable used to interconnect Battery Output and Battery Input.

ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh Cables

**DC Power Interconnect Cable**
QTY: 4 | Length: 8ft
DC Power Interconnect Cable for connecting ZincBlue2 XRT to the monobloc nickel-zinc batteries.

**Digital & DC Power Interconnect Cable**
QTY: 1 | Length: 6ft
Cable used to interconnect Battery Output on the ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh IMS and Battery Input on the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W.

**Locking AC Power Interconnect Cable**
QTY: 1 | Length: 8ft
Locking cable used for The connection between the PIM and Battery AC INPUT on the ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh IMS.

**XRT AC Power Cable**
QTY: 1 | Length: 6ft
Cable used to charge ZincBlue2 XRT via wall outlet (20Amp). Allows charging without PIM and ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W.

**Battery Temperature Sensor Cable**
QTY: 1 | Length: 6ft
Battery Temperature Sensor for testing temperature of the monobloc nickel-zinc batteries.
Wiring the UPS with PIM

To electrically connect the UPS and PIM unit, follow these steps with the utility power supply shut off at the time of installation:

1. The PIM incorporates ½" conduit connection points to facilitate CABINET LOAD and UTILITY INPUT conduit connections.

   ! For non-conduit wiring, use the provided knockout bushing to protect the wires.

2. Connect the load to the PIM “CABINET LOAD” with 10 to 12 AWG wires and #8 size ring terminals properly attached to the wires. The correct torque for the terminals is 16 in. lbs.
   • Ensure that ONLY the items requiring UPS support are connected to the CABINET LOAD.
   • Ensure the CABINET LOAD, UTILITY INPUT, line and neutral are completely isolated from each other.
   • Ensure that the maximum peak load does not exceed the rating of the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W.

   ! To prevent accidental shocks to personnel or damage to equipment, verify that the line, neutral, and ground wires to and from the PIM are going to the correct locations.

   "CAUTION" To reduce the risk of fire, connect the UTILITY INPUT only to a circuit provided with 30 A maximum branch circuit overcurrent protection in accordance with the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70 and the Canadian Electrical Code, Part I, C22.1

3. Connect the utility line power to the PIM “UTILITY INPUT” with 10 to 12 AWG wires and #8 size ring terminals properly attached to the wires. The correct torque for the terminals is 16 in. lbs.

4. With only the UTILITY INPUT and CABINET LOAD connected.
   • Verify proper Line Neutral and Ground connections at the PIM, UTILITY INPUT and CABINET LOAD.
   • Close the 30 Amp branch circuit protection device supplying the PIM and measure for the correct voltage and polarization at the PIM
     • Check for 120VAC and correct polarization at the Female EC320 connector for the; TO BATTERY AC IN.
     • Check to ensure that NO voltage is present at the FROM UPS AC OUT Male IEC320 connector or the UPS TEST OUTPUT NEMA 5-15R connector.
     • The PIM BYPASS indicator light on the PIM should be illuminated.

5. Connect the UPS AC OUTPUT TO PIM to the FROM UPS AC OUT via the provided AC Power Interconnect Cables.
   Connect the TO UPS AC IN to the UPS AC INPUT FROM PIM via the provided AC Power Interconnect Cables.
   • With UPS connected, the PIM will automatically switch out of bypass

When UPS is powered on, the following LEDS will be active on the UPS:

**No LEDs are On:** UPS powered On with Utility AC and charged batteries attached.

**Red LED is On:** UPS powered On with Utility AC and no batteries attached.

**Green LED is On:** UPS powered On with Cold Start from battery(s).

**Red LED (Flashing):** Utility AC is applied with a cabinet miswire of swapped Hot and Neutral.
Communications and I/O

1. Connect to the ethernet port of the UPS (If being used. Ethernet cable is not provided by Econolite).

2. Connect to the desired RELAY CONTACT TERMINAL(S) on the UPS (If being used. Wiring is not provided by Econolite). The relay connection are CLASS 2.

Connecting Battery Panel or Battery Module to UPS and PIM

ONLY ZincFive batteries may be used with the UPS. Please refer to the UPS Overview for certified batteries. To connect the battery to the UPS, follow these steps:

1. Connect the ZincBlue2 Battery Panel or Battery Module BATTERY OUTPUT to the BATTERY INPUT of the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W via the provided Digital and DC Power Interconnect Cable.

   Note: If the Cold Start button is pressed upon connecting the Battery to the UPS, do not connect or disconnect the Battery to or from the UPS until the green LED is off and Cold Start has expired. Press the Cold Start button for 10 seconds to turn off the system.

2. Connect the ZincBlue2 Battery Panel or Battery Module AC INPUT to the TO BATTERY AC IN on the PIM using the supplied AC Power Interconnect Cable and AC Power Daisy Chain Cable as needed. When the battery unit is connected to AC the battery unit LED should:
   • White Blinking = Battery at rest
   • Blue = Charging Mode

ONLY use the ZincFive provided interconnect cable.

---

A1 - GND
A2 - Battery + ~ 48Vdc

Pins:
1. Can Bus (H)
2. Isolated CAN Bus GND
3. Can Bus (L)
4. 5V
5. Power Fail

Digital and DC Power Interconnect Cable
ZincBlue2 Wiring Diagram
Wiring the ZincBlue2 XRT

To electrically connect the ZincBlue2 XRT, see page 20 for instructions on "Wiring the UPS with PIM" and then complete the following step.

1. Connect the ZincBlue2 XRT to the four monobloc nickel-zinc batteries using the four provided DC Power Interconnect Cables. Each nickel-zinc battery has a dedicated DC Power Interconnect Cable. The DC Power Interconnect Cable has ring terminals on one end that connect to the battery terminals. Pay attention to the polarity (Red positive, Black negative). Use the provided screws (8), washers (8), lock washers (8). Connect the other end of the DC Power Interconnect Cable to the ZincBlue2 XRT BATTERY INPUTS.

(8QTY) Screw M6X1.0mm, 16mm, Hex Head, Flanged, Class 8.8 Steel, Zinc Plated
(8QTY) Washer, Split Lock, M6, Zinc Plated

2. Connect the Battery Temperature Sensor cable to any battery terminal.

Connecting ZincBlue2 XRT to UPS and PIM

ONLY ZincFive batteries may be used with the UPS. Please refer to the UPS Overview for certified batteries. To connect the ZincBlue2 XRT to the UPS and PIM, follow these steps:

1. Prior to connecting, turn off BATTERY POWER and AC POWER breakers on the ZincBlue2 XRT.

2. Connect the ZincBlue2 XRT BATTERY OUTPUT to the BATTERY INPUT of the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W via the provided Digital and DC Power Interconnect Cable.

   Note: If the Cold Start button is pressed upon connecting the Battery to the UPS, do not connect or disconnect the Battery to or from the UPS until the green LED is off and Cold Start has expired. Press the Cold Start button for 10-20 seconds to turn off the system.

3. Connect the ZincBlue2 XRT unit's AC INPUT to the TO BATTERY AC IN on the PIM using the supplied Locking AC Power Interconnect Cable.

4. Turn on BATTERY POWER and AC POWER breakers once all cable connections have been made.

Installing Additional ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh

If installing multiple ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh units, each additional unit will need to be independently connected to a 20Amp protected AC circuit via the AC INPUT port on the front of the ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh IMS with the XRT AC Power Cable. Additional ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh units cannot be daisy-chain connected to the PIM.

The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W can support the connection of up to 6 ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh units via the Digital and DC power Interconnect Cable. Only the AC power input to the ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh requires separate protected 20A circuits.
ZincBlue2 Maintenance

Routine Maintenance

Description:

Routine maintenance or service of the Battery unit or the UPS system is not required.

UPS Operation

Front Panel Overview

Description:

The front panel of the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W includes a 128x64 pixel monochrome LCD screen, a Navigation Dial, and a single push button.

(The numbering system below correlates with the UPS Front Panel Overview on the next page)

1. Display
   Displays system status and is used by the operator to select and set various control options for the UPS.

2. Status Lights
   - UPS FAULT (Solid Red)
     The solid red LED will be ON any time the UPS cannot provide battery backup.
   - BACKUP MODE ON (Solid Green)
     The solid green LED will be ON any time the UPS is supplying backup power from the batteries.
   - BACKUP MODE ON (Flashing Green)
     The flashing green LED will be on any time the UPS is supplying backup power and the batteries are below 10% capacity. The green LED will flash at a frequency of twice per second.
   - RELAY TRIGGERED (Solid Yellow)
     The solid yellow LED will be ON any time one of the user configurable relays is activated.

3. ETHERNET
   If your ZincBlue2 is connected to a network, direct connection to the ethernet port will allow access to the ZincBlue2 Software web application. The Ethernet port can also be used for local firmware updates.

4. BACK
   The push button changes the display to the previous menu or screen and functions as a BACK button.

5. NAVIGATION DIAL
   The Navigation Dial is used to select (or highlight) various menu items displayed on the LCD screen. The dial can be rotated clockwise and counter clockwise, corresponding to vertical or horizontal cursor movement depending upon the items on the display. The dial may also be pushed to select a highlighted menu item or option, much like an ENTER key.

6. BATTERY INPUTS
   6 total battery inputs for connecting batteries to the UPS by utilizing the supplied Digital and DC Power Interconnect Cable.
Notes:

The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W will issue a single beep each time you press the BACK button, rotate the Navigation Dial, and or press the Navigation Dial.

---

**STATUS: NORMAL**

Description:

This is the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W main status display, and the home screen for the UPS.

Display:

- **STATUS:** This displays the UPS backup status. NORMAL indicates use of utility power while BACKUP indicates battery backup mode.

- **AC VOLTAGE:** The True RMS AC voltage utility power.

- **CABINET LOAD:** Shows the overall power draw through the UPS, in Watts.

- **PWR FAIL TIME:** In BACKUP status, displays the amount of time in backup, in hours and minutes. Displays 0000:00 if in NORMAL status.

- **CAPACITY:** Total remaining capacity of all attached batteries, from 100% (completely charged) to 0% (completely discharged).

- **BATTERY ATTACHMENT DIAGRAM:** A series of six circles to indicate the six battery inputs on the UPS. (Two battery inputs are on the front of the UPS, four battery inputs are on the back of the UPS). Each solid colored circle represents a connected battery panel.

- **LOG, RELAYS, and SETTINGS:** Use the Navigation Dial to highlight and select one of these menu items for additional information:
  - **LOG:** Displays the system log screen containing system diagnostic information. Use the Navigation Dial to scroll up and down the log listings.
  - **RELAYS:** Displays the relay status screen showing the state (open or closed) of each system relay.
  - **SETTINGS:** Displays the settings screen where you can change system settings and configuration.
Notes:
The ZincBlue2 issues a single beep when the system goes from NORMAL to BACKUP mode and from BACKUP to NORMAL mode.

STATUS: BACKUP

Description:
If the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W switches from Utility power to Battery power, the top line of the main status display will be STATUS: BACKUP. This indicates that the ZincBlue2 is using battery power.

Notes: STATUS: BACKUP UNAVAILABLE
The UPS can be in a BACKUP UNAVAILABLE status. This status will be present if the AC Power and UPS Output are out of specification.
STATUS → SYSTEM LOG

Description:

View the system logs, from newest to oldest. These are diagnostic logs that are automatically recorded by the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W.

On The Display:

- **LOG #**: This displays the log number. Logs are numbered sequentially.
- **EVENT TYPE**: Shows the event that caused the log entry.
- **TIME STAMP**: Shows the date and time of the log entry. For POWER RESUME logs, the duration of elapsed time since the POWER FAILURE is also displayed.
- Use the Navigation Dial to scroll through the log entries.
- Press the dial to select the most recent entry.
- Press the BACK button to return to the main status screen.
STATUS → RELAY STATUS

Description:

View the setting of all eight relays. An empty circle to the right of a relay indicates that the relay is on or off. A filled-in circle to the right of a relay indicates that the relay is on. The relay status will continually be updated as long as the screen is visible.

Press Back to return to the Status Screen.

Relay Status: No Relays Triggered

Relay Status: Relay Triggered
STATUS → SETTINGS

Description:

This is the main Settings Menu. All ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W configuration options can be reached from this display, except for access to system logs and the relay status. Those two items are accessible through the main status display.

On The Display:

- **TIME/DATE**: Allows you to set the UPS date and time clock. Also allows configuration of daylight saving-time.
- **EVENTS**: Allows you to define, edit, or delete events. Events are a collection of triggers and log events.
- **POWER FAIL THRESHOLDS**: Allows you to set or change high or low voltage thresholds, sensitivity, and line qualify time.
- **NETWORK**: Displays the current IP and MAC addresses, for the ZincBlue2. The IP address may be set only through the ZincBlue2 Software.
- **ADDITIONAL SETTINGS**: Access SYSTEM RESET, TILT ENABLE/DISABLE and ABOUT settings.
STATUS → SETTINGS → SET TIME/DATE

Description:

Use this screen to set or view the system time and date, as well as control daylight-saving time adjustment. All events and time-based relay triggers are time-stamped with the system time and date.

On The Display:

- **SET TIME FORMAT**: Allows you to choose 12-hour or 24-hour time display.
- **SET TIME**: Allows you to set the current time.
- **DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME**: Allows you to enable or disable automatic daylight saving-time adjustment.
- **SET DATE FORMAT**: Allows you to choose how dates are displayed: either MM-DD-YY or YY-MM-DD format.
- **SET DATE**: Allows you to set the current date.
STATUS → SETTINGS → SET TIME/DATE → SET TIME FORMAT

Description:

Use this screen to choose if the system time is displayed in 12-hour or 24-hour format.

On The Display:

- **24 HOUR FORMAT**: Allows you to choose 24-hour time display. Select this option with the Navigation Dial and then press the dial.

- **12 HOUR FORMAT**: Allows you to choose 12-hour time display. Select this option with the Navigation Dial and then press the dial.
STATUS → SETTINGS → SET TIME/DATE → SET THE TIME

Description:

Use this screen to enter the time.

To Set the Time:

• Press the Navigation Dial to select hours, rotate the dial to increment or decrement the hours, and then press the dial to set the hours value and select the minutes.

• Rotate the dial to increment or decrement the minutes, and then press the dial to set the minutes value.

• If you are using 12-hour display format, select AM, PM, and press the dial to set that value.

Set the Time
STATUS → SETTINGS → SET TIME/DATE → DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

Description:

Use this screen to choose if system time automatically adjusts for daylight saving time.

On The Display:

- **TURN ON DST**: The system clock will automatically adjust for daylight saving time. Select this option with the Navigation Dial and then press the dial.

- **TURN OFF DST**: The system clock will not automatically adjust for daylight saving time. Select this option with the Navigation Dial and then press the dial.

![Daylight Saving Time](image)
STATUS → SETTINGS → SET TIME/DATE → SET DATE FORMAT

Description:

Use this screen to select the system date display format.

On The Display:

- **MM-DD-YY FORMAT**: Allows you to display the date using the month-day-year format. Select this option with the Navigation Dial and then press the dial.

- **YY-MM-DD FORMAT**: Allows you to display the date using the year-month-day format. Select this option with the Navigation Dial and then press the dial.
STATUS → SETTINGS → SET TIME/DATE → SET DATE

Description:

Use this screen to enter the date. The order that you enter the values depends upon your selected date format.

To Set the Date in MM-DD-YY Format:

- Press the Navigation Dial to select the month number, rotate the dial to increment or decrement the month (01-12), and then press the dial to set the month value and select the day.

- Press the Navigation Dial to select the day number, rotate the dial to increment or decrement the day (01-31), and then press the dial to set the day value and select the year.

- Rotate the dial to increment or decrement the year (00-99), and then press the dial to set the year value.

To Set the Date in YY-MM-DD Format:

- Press the Navigation Dial to select the year, rotate the dial to increment or decrement the year (00-99), and then press the dial to set the year value and select the month.

- Press the Navigation Dial to select the month number, rotate the dial to increment or decrement the month (01-12), and then press the dial to set the month value and select the day.

- Rotate the dial to increment or decrement the day number (01-31), and then press the dial to set the day value.

Set the Date
STATUS → SETTINGS → EVENTS LIST

Description:

Use this screen to create new events or display or edit existing events. The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W relay setup and triggering includes the ability to program Boolean AND as well as OR functions using a single relay.

To program AND functions:
Set up an Event as shown in the section DEFINE EVENT and assign it multiple triggers (between 2 and 4 triggers). Then assign the Event to a Relay.

For example, Create Event 1 and assign the following 3 triggers including Power Fail, Time of Day and Battery Capacity %. Then, assign that Event 1 to Relay 5. During UPS operation, If all the assigned triggers in the event are TRUE, (Trigger 1 AND Trigger 2 AND Trigger 3) then Relay 5 will be triggered. If only one or two of the assigned Event triggers are TRUE, then Relay 5 will not be triggered.

To program OR functions:
Set up an Event as shown in the section DEFINE EVENT and assign it a single trigger. Then assign the Event to a Relay. Repeat this process using an additional Event with a different trigger, then assign the Event to the same relay.

For example, Create Event 1 with a Power Fail trigger and assign that Event to Relay 4. Next, Create Event 2 with a Time Delay trigger and assign that Event to Relay 4. If either Event #1 Power Fail OR Event #2 Time of Day is TRUE, then Relay 4 will be triggered. If neither of the two Event triggers are TRUE, then Relay 4 will not be triggered.

On The Display:

- Existing events (if any) are listed. Use the Navigation Dial to highlight an existing event and then press the dial to open it for viewing or editing.
- For each existing event, the relay used for the outcome is also listed.
- DEFINE NEW EVENT: Allows you to create a new event.

Notes:

You must use the ZincBlue2 Software to configure SMTP or SNMP outcomes.

Event List: No Events Defined

Event List: Events Defined
STATUS → SETTINGS → EVENTS LIST → DEFINE EVENT

Description:

Use this screen to modify or delete existing events.

On The Display:

• **POWER FAILURE**: Allows you to turn on or off the Power Fail trigger or set a Power Resume trigger for when AC is restored. Also allows you to adjust the delay time after a power failure before the trigger is activated.

• **SYSTEM FAULT**: Enable the System Fault trigger.

• **TIME**: Allows you to configure the time of day trigger.

• **BATTERY CAPACITY**: Allows you to configure the battery capacity trigger.

• **RELAY**: Allows you to select a relay.

• **DELETE EVENT**: Allows you to delete an existing event. After selecting this option, pressing the BACK button opens a dialog to confirm deletion of the event.

![Define Event](image1)

![Edit Event](image2)
STATUS → SETTINGS → EVENTS LIST → DEFINE EVENT → POWER FAILURE

Description:

Use this screen to enable or disable the utility power fail trigger. You can also specify a delay time after the power failure event occurs before this event outcome is triggered.

On The Display:

- **POWER FAIL TRIGGER**: Allows you to turn on or off the Power Fail trigger or set a Power Resume trigger for when AC is restored. Press the Navigation Dial to select an option, rotate the dial to select FAIL or RESUME or OFF and then press the dial to set the value. By default, this trigger is set to OFF.

- **SET DELAY TIME**: Allows you to define a delay time, in hours, after a power failure before this trigger becomes TRUE. The delay time is set in increments of 0.5 hours to a maximum of 8.0 hours. The default value, if none is specified, is 0.0 hours delay (that is, the event outcome is triggered immediately upon utility power failure.)

- Press the BACK button when you are finished configuring this trigger. You will be taken back to the DEFINE EVENT screen where you can configure additional triggers for this relay, or complete configuration of a Power Failure event by going to the RELAY screen to select a relay to perform that outcome and finalize the steps described in the EVENT SAVE CONFIRMATION section of this manual.

---

**Define Event: Power Failure**

**Edit Power Fail Trigger: Power Fail**

**Edit Power Fail Trigger: Power Resume**

**Edit Power Fail Trigger: Set Delay Time**
STATUS → SETTINGs → EVENTS LIST → DEFINE EVENT → SYSTEM FAULT

Description:

Enable the trigger which is armed whenever a System Fault is detect. System Faults turns on the Red LED on the UPS. Refer to the ZincBlue2 Software section of this manual for all possible events recorded by the ZincBlue2 Software.

On The Display:

- Press the BACK button when you are finished configuring this trigger. You will be taken back to the DEFINE EVENT screen where you can configure additional triggers for this relay, or, take the final steps of configuring a SYSTEM FAULT event by going to the RELAY screen to select a relay to perform that outcome and finalize the steps described in the EVENT SAVE CONFIRMATION section of this manual.

Edit System Fault Trig: ON

Edit System Fault Trig: OFF
STATUS → SETTINGS → EVENTS LIST → DEFINE EVENT → TIME

Description:

Use this screen to set a time-of-day range for which this event will be triggered.

On The Display:

- **START**: Allows you to specify the starting time, in 5-minute increments. Use the Navigation Dial to highlight START, rotate the dial to select the start time, and then press the dial to set the value.

- **END**: Allows you to specify the ending time, in 5-minute increments. Use the Navigation Dial to highlight END, rotate the dial to select the end time, and then press the dial to set the value.

- Press the BACK button when you are finished configuring this trigger. You will be taken back to the DEFINE EVENT screen where you can configure additional triggers for this relay, or, take the final steps of configuring a TIME event by going to the Relay screen to select a RELAY to perform that outcome and finalize the steps described in the EVENT SAVE CONFIRMATION section of this manual.

*Edit Time of Day Trigger: Set Start Time*  
*Edit Time of Day Trigger: Set End Time*
STATUS → SETTINGS → EVENTS LIST → DEFINE EVENT → BATTERY CAPACITY

Description:

Use this screen to set a battery capacity lower limit for which this event will be triggered.

On The Display:

- **BATTERY CAPACITY**: Allows you to specify the minimum battery capacity, from 0% to 100% in 10-percent (10%) increments, for which this trigger will be TRUE. Use the Navigation Dial to highlight BATTERY CAPACITY, rotate the dial to select the percentage, and then press the dial to set the value.

- Press the BACK button when you are finished configuring this trigger. You will be taken back to the DEFINE EVENT screen where you can configure additional triggers for this relay, or, take the final steps of configuring a BATTERY CAPACITY event by going to the RELAY screen to select a relay to perform that outcome.

![Edit Battery Trigger](image1.png)

Edit Battery Trigger

![Edit Battery Trigger: Set Battery Capacity](image2.png)

Edit Battery Trigger: Set Battery Capacity
STATUS → SETTINGS → EVENTS → DEFINE EVENT → RELAY

Description:

Use this screen to select a relay to activate if all configured triggers are TRUE. This is the only available outcome for an event created through the LCD interface on the ZincBlue2. You must use the ZincBlue2 Software to configure SMTP or SNMP notifications.

On The Display:

- Use the Navigation Dial to highlight the relay to use (numbered 1 through 8) and then press the dial to select the relay.
- Press the BACK button when you are finished selecting which relay will trigger.

![Edit Relay to Trigger: Set Relay On/Off](image1)

![Relay Status: On or Off](image2)
EVENT SAVE CONFIRMATION

Description:

Use this screen to save a newly defined or changed event. After pressing the BACK button from the DEFINE EVENT screen, the EVENT SAVE CONFIRMATION screen will prompt you to save your event.

On This Display:

- The system creates an event name consisting of one or more of the mnemonics listed in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MNEMONIC</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>Power Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Power Resume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFLT</td>
<td>System Fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOD</td>
<td>Time-of-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BATT</td>
<td>Battery Capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Press the Navigation Dial to save this event.
- Press the BACK button to discard this event.
STATUS → SETTINGS → POWER FAIL THRESHOLDS

Description:

Use this screen to configure various power fail criteria, including minimum utility voltage, maximum utility voltage, sensitivity level to utility power fluctuations from ideal power, and the minimum length of time that utility power quality must be within acceptable power quality parameters before the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W unit comes out of backup mode.

On The Display:

- **SET LOW THRESHOLD:** Allows you to specify the minimum utility AC voltage threshold. If utility voltage goes below this threshold, the ZincBlue2 will switch to battery power.

- **SET HIGH THRESHOLD:** Allows you to specify the maximum utility AC voltage threshold. If utility voltage goes above this threshold, the ZincBlue2 will switch to battery power.

- **ENHANCED SENSITIVITY:** When choosing this mode, the captured incoming utility AC waveform is compared to a reference true sine wave. The effect of this is an increased sensitivity of the oscilloscope function to deviations of the incoming utility AC waveform from programmed thresholds (user programmed and default thresholds).

- **SET LINE QUALIFY TIME:** Allows you to select the amount of time utility power must be within quality parameters before the ZincBlue2 switches from battery back to utility power. This protects your equipment from rapid power cycling, noisy power, or power frequency mismatches after a utility power failure.

---

Set Power Fail Thresholds
STATUS → SETTINGS → POWER FAIL THRESHOLDS → SET LOW THRESHOLD

Description:

Use this screen to configure the minimum utility voltage before the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W will switch to battery power.

On The Display:

- **LOW THRESHOLD**: Allows you to specify the minimum utility AC voltage before the ZincBlue2 will switch to battery power. Rotate the Navigation Dial to select the low voltage, from 85VAC to 120VAC, and then press the dial to set the value.

- Press the BACK button when you are finished configuring this value.

Set Low Threshold
STATUS → SETTINGS → POWER FAIL THRESHOLDS → SET HIGH THRESHOLD

Description:

Use this screen to configure the maximum utility voltage before the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W will switch to battery power.

On The Display:

- **HIGH THRESHOLD**: Allows you to specify the maximum utility AC voltage before the ZincBlue2 will switch to battery power. Rotate the Navigation Dial to select the high voltage, from 130VAC to 140VAC, and then press the dial to set the value.

- Press the BACK button when you are finished configuring this value.

![Set High Threshold](image-url)
STATUS → SETTINGS → POWER FAIL THRESHOLDS → SET ENHANCED SENSITIVITY

Description:

Use this screen to configure the sensitivity to utility power quality before the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W will switch to battery power.

On The Display:

- **ENHANCED SENSITIVITY**: Allows you to increase the sensitivity to variance of the utility waveform before the ZincBlue2 will switch to battery power. Your choices are ON or OFF. Turn the Navigation Dial to turn ON or OFF enhanced sensitivity and then press the dial to set the value. OFF sensitivity is selected by default.

- Press the BACK button when you are finished configuring this value.

Notes:

- OFF allows the most variance from ideal waveforms and is most appropriate for situations where signal cabinets are located near known generators of utility power noise, such as large HVAC units or intersections under construction.

- Select ON if your signal equipment requires additional protection.

- Select OFF if your ZincBlue2 is switching to battery power more often than seems reasonable.

Set Sensitivity
STATUS → SETTINGS → POWER FAIL THRESHOLDS → LINE QUALIFY TIME

Description:

Use this screen to configure the amount of time that utility power must be within power quality parameters before the unit switches from battery power back to utility power. This time may protect your equipment from rapid power cycling, noisy power, or power frequency mismatches after a utility power failure.

On The Display:

- **SECONDS**: Allows you to select the time period, in seconds, that the utility power must be within quality parameters before the ZincBlue2 switches from battery power to utility power. Your choices are 3, 10, or 30 seconds. Turn the Navigation Dial to select the line qualify time and then press the dial to set the value. 30 seconds is selected by default.

- Press the BACK button when you have selected this value.
STATUS → SETTINGS → NETWORK

Description:

Use this screen to display the IP and MAC addresses of this ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W.

On The Display:

- **IP ADDRESS:** Displays the current IP address. The default IP address is 192.168.1.51 and may only be changed using the ZincBlue2 Software. The IP address must be static.

- **MAC ADDRESS:** Displays the MAC address of the ZincBlue2. This value is not user-changeable.

- Press the BACK button when you are finished.

Notes:

- For your security, Econolite strongly recommends that you change the default IP address to a value that is unique to your network.
STATUS → SETTINGS → ADDITIONAL SETTINGS → SYSTEM RESETS

Description:

Use this screen to reset the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W, its configuration data, and/or its firmware.

On The Display:

- **CONFIG DATA ONLY**: Resets the ZincBlue2 configuration data to factory default values and reboots the system. You will be presented with a confirmation screen after selecting this option. Press the Navigation Dial to confirm your request.

- **CONFIG AND Firmware**: Resets the ZincBlue2 configuration data to factory default values, reloads the originally installed factory firmware, and reboots the system. You will be presented with a confirmation screen after selecting this option. Press the Navigation Dial to confirm your request.

- Press the BACK button when you are finished.
**STATUS → SETTINGS → ADDITIONAL SETTINGS → TILT ENABLE/DISABLE**

**Description:**

Use this screen to enable or disable the Tilt Switch function of the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W.

**On The Display:**

TILT OFF: The system is factory programmed to have the Tilt Switch disabled (off), which is displayed on the screen.
TILT ON: Rotate the Navigational Dial left/right to enable the Tilt Switch function. Press the Navigational Dial to confirm.

**Notes:**

- To clear a Tilt Switch fault, power cycling the system is required. Do so by flipping the PIM: TEST SWITCH ON then OFF.

---

*Additional Settings: Tilt Enable/Disable*

*Additional Settings: Tilt On*

*Additional Settings: Tilt Off*
STATUS → SETTINGS → ADDITIONAL SETTINGS → ABOUT

Description:

Use this screen to display the firmware version and whether the Tilt Switch function is available.

On The Display:

- **FW REVISION**: Displays the current firmware version.
- **TILT SWITCH AVAILABLE**: Displays on screen if enabled.
- Press the BACK button when you are finished.
ZincBlue2 Software

Introduction

The ZincBlue2 Software is used to remotely manage and monitor the status of an individual ZincBlue2 inside your network of traffic cabinets. You can access any ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W by entering its IP Address (see “Network Settings”) into the address field of an internet browser window. You must be on the same network as the ZincBlue2. Once you are logged in, the software will launch and display information on that ZincBlue2 unit.

Features

(Items with an asterisk (*) can only be done via the ZincBlue2 Software, not via the controls on the unit itself.)

- View power status
- View the battery charge status and runtimes
- View real-time cabinet power consumption
- Configure Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) communication to be notified of system status*
- Assign a name to a ZincBlue2 unit, allowing users to quickly locate it and view its current status*
- View the System Log to help diagnose system power failures
- Set up the eight programmable relays to trigger on system configured events. (Event outcomes that require an SNMP or SMTP actions can only be set up via the ZincBlue2 Software.)
- View whether a system configured event has triggered
- View AC waveforms in the event log*
- View live AC waveforms*
- View and manage user-programmable system settings parameters such as system time, voltage thresholds, and power monitoring sensitivity levels.
- Configure SMTP*
- Configure Network Settings*
- Update Firmware*
Browsers

ZincBlue2 Software is compatible with these web browsers; Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Mircosoft Edge and Apple Safari.

Note: Firmware updates can not be completed using Firefox.

Network Configuration

To connect to the ZincBlue2 Software, you will need to configure your computers Network settings. Below are instructions on how to connect to the web server in the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W with your Windows or Mac computer.

Windows Configuration
- Click on Settings
- Click on Network and Internet
- Click on Ethernet
- Change Adapter Options
- Select an ethernet port, right click and select Properties
- Find and select Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4)
- Click Properties
- Select the circle “Use the following IP Address”; then insert 192.168.1.52
- Insert Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0
- Click on Okay
- Click on Close

Mac Configuration
- Click on the Apple Icon in the top left and select System Preferences
- Click on Network
- Click on the Configure IPv4 dropdown and select Manually
- In the IP Address field, insert 192.168.1.52 (notice this is slightly different from your ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W IP Address of 192.168.1.51)
- In the Subnet Mask field, insert 255.255.255.0
Login

When you first connect to a ZincBlue2 unit by entering its IP address into an internet browser, the device launches the ZincBlue2 Software, which then displays a login screen. When this screen appears, enter your username and password and click the Login button.

IMPORTANT: Each ZincBlue2 comes with the preset username admin and the preset password user. System will force a password change on 1st login. When you are configuring your ZincBlue2 Software, Econolite recommends going into the User Settings page under the System tab to create a new password.
Home Screen

Once you are logged in and connected to a ZincBlue2, the software will bring up the Home screen. This is your navigation center for monitoring and managing the status of your ZincBlue2.

1. At the top right corner of the Home page is a status display with a real-time view of the system voltage, load, and battery status. A lightning bolt in the top left of the green battery icon indicates that the ZincBlue2 is in AC power mode. If there is no lightning bolt, a power fail has occurred and the ZincBlue2 is in battery backup mode. The Logout button is also in this area.

2. Below the status display are six tabs:
   - **HOME** - take you to the Home page.
   - **SYSTEM LOG** - opens a page used to view captured events.
   - **RELAY STATUS** - opens a summary page showing the 8 relays and whether they are triggered on or off.
   - **EVENTS** - opens a page used to configure or edit events that you want the ZincBlue2 unit to respond on.
   - **SETTINGS** - opens a page used to set or edit ZincBlue2 Software settings, including system, network, firmware, time, user password and messaging settings.
   - **ABOUT** - opens a page of information about your ZincBlue2 Software.

3. On the Home screen are six clickable icons that will help you navigate to important ZincBlue2 Software tabs and pages.

4. At the bottom of the Home page are two buttons and a graphical chart. The chart shows a real-time graphical view of the current load and AC voltage. By clicking on these buttons, you can remove the current load (amps) or AC voltage from the chart or add them back in if they are not showing.
System Log Tab

The System Log tab presents a list of power events that have taken place in the traffic cabinet. For each event, the main view lists the event's log number, the event source, a time stamp showing when the event occurred, an error message, the system ID, and a link to a waveform view, if one exists.
To download a copy of the system log, click on the Export button.
To view the waveform at the time an event occurred, if available, select that event row and click on the View Waveform button that appears to the right of the system id column.

Below is a table outlining all possible events recorded by the ZincBlue2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Fail</td>
<td>Less than 10% of Battery Capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AC Resumed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Fail, VRMS Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Fail, VRMS High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Fail, AC Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Fail, Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Fail, Enhanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Firmware Update Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault</td>
<td>AC Wiring Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controller Temperature out of specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inverter Locked out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inverter Overload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Shutdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info</td>
<td>Battery Charger Firmware Updated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Config Change: Time Format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Config Change: Date Format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Config Change: Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Config Change: Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Config Change: Power Low Threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Config Change: Power High Threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Config Change: Power Sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Config Change: Line Qualify Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Config Change: Daylight Savings Time On/Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Config Change: Change/Delete Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network Config Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time Zone Config Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System Name Config Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Battery Attention (XRT Only)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

List of Event Types
Relay Status Tab

The Relay Status tab shows the status of the eight user programmable relays on the UPS, indicating whether each is on or off.
Events Tab

The Events tab allows you to create, edit, or delete events that control operation of the ZincBlue2.

The tab displays a list of Events and clickable actions like Add Event and Delete Event buttons, and No Event Configured. Please Click here to add one.

To delete an existing event, select that event in the list and click on the Delete Event button. To edit an existing event, select that event in the list and double-click on it.
To create a new event, click on the Add Event button, which will open an event setup wizard:

1. First, you will be asked to enter a name for the event. Event names are limited to 25 characters, and there are no restrictions on which characters you can use.

2. You will be asked to choose preset and/or user-defined triggers for the event. Again, if no triggers have been defined for the event, there will be a button to click to add a trigger. This button will open the "Add new trigger to event" screen. On this screen you will choose the trigger type. Options include Power Fail, Power Resume, Battery Capacity, Time-of-day, and System Fault. All trigger types except Power Fail and UPS Fault require you to enter parameters (battery capacity threshold or a time) for that trigger. When you have filled in all the fields, click one of the buttons at the bottom of this dialog to either cancel or create the trigger.

Once an event has at least one trigger defined, the event wizard will display a list of existing triggers with buttons allowing you to select and remove triggers or add new ones.

3. You will be asked to define an event outcome. If there are no outcomes defined for the event, there will be a button to click to add one. If there are outcomes, you will see a list of outcomes with buttons to remove or add an outcome. When you click to add an outcome, the "Add new outcome to event" dialog opens. In this dialog, you will be asked to select an outcome type and an action. Outcome options are "SNMP", "SMTP", or "Relay1" through "Relay8". When you have filled in all the fields, click one of the buttons at the bottom of this dialog to either cancel or create the outcome. Once you've finished defining outcomes for the event, click Next in the view that shows the outcome list or Back to go back and edit the triggers.

4. After you've defined one or more outcomes for your event and clicked Next in the Outcomes view, the event wizard will confirm that the event setup is done and display a Back button you can click to go back and edit the event and a Done button to exit the wizard.

The ZincBlue2 relay setup and triggering includes the ability to program Boolean AND as well as OR functions using a single relay. For more information on relays, please see the Event List section of this manual.
Settings Tab

The Settings tab has 6 subpages used to configure different aspects of a ZincBlue2.

Settings Tab

System Settings Page

The System Settings pages is used to configure several operating parameters of a ZincBlue2.

Settings Tab: System Settings

- **ZincBlue2 Name** - Customize the name of the ZincBlue2. Each ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W is identified by an IP Address. This dialog allows you to also create a name for the ZincBlue2 unit, such as a street address indicating geographical location (e.g., "5th and Main"). The name can be up to 50 characters long, and there are no limitations on the characters you can use.

- **AC Thresholds** - The high AC and low AC voltage thresholds set the upper and lower limits for acceptable input voltage to the system. The default high AC voltage threshold is 130 volts and the default low AC threshold is 100 volts. If input voltage falls outside of these limits, a power fail condition will be triggered, and the battery backup mode will be activated.

- **Line Qualifying Time** - This setting specifies the required length of time after a power fail that the incoming AC power signal must be within quality parameters before the system comes out of backup mode. The options for this setting are 3, 10, or 30 seconds. If the UPS detects unacceptable AC power quality within the line qualifying time period, the system will remain in power fail mode and the line qualifying period starts over. The system will continue in this mode until the incoming power quality is acceptable for the full line qualifying time.

- **Enable Tilt Switch** - If enabled and the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W exceeds 15 degrees from level, the devices Tilt Switch will become active and will disable the battery bus. The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W status screen will read TILT ERROR and the red UPS FAULT status light will be on.

Click the **Save** button to save settings changes. Click the **Cancel** button to discard changes.
Settings Tab

Network Settings Page

The **Network Settings** page is used to view and specify the ZincBlue2 network address and other settings.

- **Static IP Address**: Sets the IP address for this ZincBlue2. The default IP address is 192.168.1.51. Typically, the system manager will set up a spreadsheet with live links to the unique IP Addresses for each ZincBlue2, making it easy for users to log in to a specific ZincBlue2.
- **Gateway Address**: Sets the IP address of the gateway that the ZincBlue2 will use.
- **Subnet**: Sets the subnet that the ZincBlue2 unit will be on.
- **Primary DNS**: Specifies the preferred DNS server address.
- **Secondary DNS**: Specifies the DNS server to use if the primary is unavailable.
- **DHCP enabled**: Check this box to use Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) instead of manually configuring network settings. This allows the ZincBlue2 to be assigned an IP address and supplied default network parameters from a DHCP service located on your network. This box is unchecked by default.

Click the **Save** button to save settings changes. Click the **Cancel** button to discard changes.
**Settings Tab**

**Firmware Settings Page**

The **Firmware Settings** page is used to view the information on the ZincBlue2 unit and update or reset its firmware.

In the table view, the **Serial Number** column lists the unique identifier for the ZincBlue2 unit, and the **Version** column shows the current version of firmware installed.

The **Factory Reset** button restores the UPS to its factory settings. Before the system proceeds with the reset, the application pops up a dialog box where you must confirm or cancel.

**Firmware & Software Updates**

The **Update Firmware** and **Update Web UI** buttons will prompt you to upload a file. If you update your firmware, but then introduce a new battery to the configuration, you will need to update the battery firmware as well.

To update the Firmware and Software for ZincBlue2 and receive notifications on future updates, visit the link from ZincFive UPStealth2 OEM, ZincFive: [https://www.Zincfive.com/support/upstealth2updates](https://www.Zincfive.com/support/upstealth2updates).

Note: Firmware updates can not be completed using Firefox.

Note: To complete the software update you must log out and sign back into the system. Log out by pressing the Log Out button in the top right of the interface. Once on the login page, refresh the page and then log back into the system with your Username and Password.
Settings Tab

Time Settings Page

The Time page is used to set the system time and date for a ZincBlue2. Time must be set to accurately record events.

The UPS is set with a 24-hour clock.

- The first field shows the current system time. Click in this field to display a dialog used to choose the date and set the system time.
- The Set Time to System Time button sets the ZincBlue2 unit’s system time to the system time on your PC.
- Click in the Time zone field to display a dropdown menu of time zones. Once this is set, all dates displayed in exported log entries or in the ZincBlue2 application will be automatically adjusted to be consistent with the unit’s local time.
- The Enable Daylight Saving Time checkbox sets the ZincBlue2 unit to automatically adjust system time when daylight saving time takes effect. This box is unchecked by default.
- NTP is a network protocol for clock synchronization and by checking the Enable NTP box it sets the ZincBlue2 to synchronize with the NTP server.
- The NTP Server Address is the IP Address of the NTP server that the ZincBlue2 synchronizes to.
- The NTP Update Interval (minutes) is how often the ZincBlue2 will synchronize with the NTP server and update the system clock.

Click the Save button to save settings changes. Click the Cancel button to discard changes.
Settings Tab

User Settings Page

The **User Settings** pages is used to set the system password.

All ZincBlue2 units come with the preset password **user**. To reset the password, you will be asked to enter the old password and the new password, then re-enter the new password to confirm. Passwords can be up to 32 characters long and contain any alphanumeric or special character.

Click the **Save** button to save settings changes. Click the **Cancel** button to discard changes.
Settings Tab

Messaging Settings Page

The Messaging page is used to set up delivery of messages triggered by system events. Message settings can only be set up via the ZincBlue2 web application.

Required message settings are:

- **SMTP Server Address**: IP address of the SMTP server to which messages will be sent.
- **SMTP Server Port**: Port number to which messages will be sent.
- **SMTP Server Username**: Username to log into the SMTP server where messages will be sent.
- **SMTP Server Password**: Password to log into SMTP server where messages will be sent.
- **SNMP Server IP Address**: IP address of the SNMP server you want the ZincBlue2 unit to send event information to.
- **SNMP Heartbeat Period**: Configuration to send heartbeat messages to indicate the system is still powered on and able to notify the SNMP server that it is able to communicate.
- **Event Destination Email Address**: Email address where event messages will be sent. Or send an email as an SMS text message using your cellular provider’s SMS gateway domain.
- **Event Source Email Address**: Email address that will show as sender of the event messages.
- **Enable SNMP Heartbeat**: Selecting the **Enable SNMP Heartbeats** checkbox will cause the ZincBlue2 to send an SNMP Heartbeat message to the SNMP server. This heartbeat message will be sent at the interval specified in the **SNMP Heartbeat Period** field.

Click the **Save** button to save settings changes. Click the **Cancel** button to discard changes.

---

**Settings Tab: Messaging Settings**

Configuring the SMTP on the ZincBlue2 Software will allow email notifications. See the example of what you can expect to see in that email.

---

**Settings Tab: SMTP Notification**
Theory of Operations

System Description

The ZincBlue2 consists of a 1000W/1500W uninterruptible power supply (UPS) inverter, Power Interface Module (PIM) and up to six (6) Battery Panel(s) or Module(s) used to provide backup power to traffic signal systems and ITS cabinets in the event of a power failure or interruption.

ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W

The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W continuously monitors the incoming AC for voltage, frequency and waveform anomalies. When the pre-defined, or user defined AC thresholds are exceeded the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W will transfer from AC Utility power to battery backup. The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W will remain in battery backup and continue to supply power to the traffic signals/intersection until AC power is returned with a 3, 10, or 30 second delay (user defined) or the batteries are depleted. The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W utilizes a 42-60Vdc to 120Vac, 60Hz 1000W inverter to perform this backup. It can be connected to as many as six (6) ZincBlue2 Battery Panels or Battery Modules.
ZincBlue2 Battery Panel & Battery Module

The Battery Panel and Battery Module are identical 500W battery packages with different form factors. These devices will continuously monitor the six internal nickel-zinc battery strings to make sure they are properly charged and discharged. The device will generally be in one of three states: Charging (Blue LED is ON), Discharging (Green LED is ON), or Monitoring the Batteries (White LED is blinking). A fault (Red LED is ON) can occur and will be in a state where it can neither charge or discharge. These devices communicate via CAN bus across the battery Digital and DC Power Interconnect Cable with the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W. Upon loss of power the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W will signal the Battery Panel/Battery Module to enable its battery DC bus to supply 57-43Vdc to the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W which will convert the battery DC bus to 120Vac Pure Sine wave to support up to a 1000W load. When not charging or discharging the batteries will be in “monitor mode” with a self-discharge of approximately 3% per month (depending on temperature and state of charge). When battery voltage drops below a set threshold due to self-discharge, the batteries will perform a top off charge.

ZincBlue2 Battery Panel and Module Block Diagram
ZincBlue2 PIM

The PIM is the device that routes all the power in the system. It takes AC Power from the Utility and re-routes it through the AUTO BYPASS RELAY and 15Amp breaker (UPS TEST SWITCH) to the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W. The PIM directly, without breaker, routes AC to the Battery Panel/Battery Module (BATTERY AC OUT). The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W returns AC Power back to the PIM (FROM UPS AC OUT) and routes this through a 20Amp circuit breaker and AUTO BYPASS RELAY to the cabinet load. Terminal blocks for INPUT (from Utility) and OUTPUT (To Cabinet) are isolated via conduit input hole and cover. The terminal blocks can accept 10-12 AWG wire using a ring terminal or spade terminal.

The UPS TEST switch on the PIM can be utilized to test the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W which will go into backup mode by turning the switch from ON (UPS Mode) to OFF (TEST Mode). Because Utility power goes directly to the Batteries (TO BATTERY AC IN) the UPS TEST switch should not be used for run-time testing. The UPS TEST OUTPUT can be used at any time to monitor AC Voltage coming from the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W.

The BYPASS light will go ON anytime there is no ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W in the system (unplugged, damaged, etc.) The Auto BYPASS relay will route the incoming UTILITY INPUT directly to the CABINET LOAD output.
ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh

The ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh is a battery controller that continuously monitor four monobloc nickel-zinc batteries to make sure they are properly charged and balanced. The device has an AC (90-135Vac, 18Amp) input and 20Amp Breaker to turn ON/OFF the AC power. Likewise, the DC Battery Output has a 50Amp Breaker to turn ON/OFF the Battery Output port going to the UPS 1000W controller. The ZincBlue2 XRT will generally be in one of several states: Charging (Blue LED is ON), Discharging (Green LED is ON), or Fully Charged/Battery Monitor (White LED is blinking). A battery missing/miswired (Red LED is ON) condition can occur when one or more of the eight wires to the batteries are missing, miswired, or a fuse has opened/blown. A system fault (Red LED is blinking) condition means the system requires service or the battery temperature sensor cable is unplugged. The ZincBlue2 XRT uses several different modes which include Constant Current and Constant Voltage to optimize charging and balancing the batteries. The LED’s will be BLUE or OFF during the various modes of charging that take place. The ZincBlue2 XRT communicates via CAN bus across the battery interconnect cable with the controller. Upon loss of power, the controller will signal the ZincBlue2 XRT to enable its battery output DC bus to supply 57-43Vdc to the controller which will convert the battery DC bus to 120Vac Pure Sine wave supporting a 1000W or 1500W load the controller utilized. When not charging or discharging the batteries will be in rest mode. When battery voltage drops below a set threshold (14.1V) due to self-discharge, the batteries will be automatically recharged back to 100% State of Charge.

Note: In order to initiate a firmware update to the ZincBlue2 XRT, it must have all four nickel-zinc monobloc batteries connected.

ZincBlue2 XRT Battery 3600Wh Block Diagram
Troubleshooting

Trouble Analysis

Checking Process:
1) Check system to make sure everything is working properly:
   a.) PIM BYPASS (RED) light should be OFF: Power is going through ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W.
   b.) Battery Panel/Module LED should be: Blinking White (monitor), or Blue (Charge) or Green (Discharge).
   c.) ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W should not have any RED LIGHTS or warning notifications.
2) Check all AC (Power) connections from the PIM to the other devices. Confirm nothing is loose.
3) Check that Battery Interconnect Cables between batteries and ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W are all secure and attached.

Test:
The UPS TEST switch can be utilized as needed to verify the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W is working properly.
1) Place the UPS TEST switch in the OFF position to remove utility input power going to the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W. This will force the system into backup mode. The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W will then provide power to the CABINET LOAD and the UPS TEST OUTPUT on the PIM.
2) Confirm the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W is in BACKUP MODE:
   a.) ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W has BACKUP MODE ON – Solid Green LED.
   b.) The Battery Panel/Module LED – Solid Green LED.
3) If a RUN TIME test is desired it is best to leave the UPS TEST switch in the ON position and turn off the utility power off at the breaker going to the PIM. This will force the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W/1500W into backup mode and keep the batteries from being charged.

Troubleshooting Sequence Chart
The Troubleshooting Sequence Chart applies to both the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W and 1500W.

ZincBlue2 Troubleshooting Flowchart

ZincBlue2 Troubleshooting Flowchart
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W not powering ON</td>
<td>1) Check AC TO UPS cable from PIM is attached and supplying 120Vac. 2) Confirm UPS TEST switch on PIM is in the ON position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W not getting AC Power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W RED LED Flashing</td>
<td>Utility AC is applied with a cabinet miswire of swapped Hot and Neutral. Check the cabinet wiring to the PIM (Hot, Neutral, Ground) terminal block and rewire as necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W is too sensitive in going into battery backup mode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Sensitivity is Enabled</td>
<td>Turn off Enhanced Sensitivity. This mode increases ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W sensitivity to power failures and sine wave anomalies as well as when it will switch from AC line power to backup mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Fail Thresholds range is too restricted</td>
<td>Change the LOW and HIGH Voltage Threshold to specify when the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W should go into battery backup mode. A wider range will reduce sensitivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor cabinet neutral</td>
<td>Verify cabinet wiring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent power connections from utility</td>
<td>Verify cabinet wiring. - check for loose wires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W stays in backup mode too long after power is restored</td>
<td>By default the line qualify time is set to 30s. After power is restored the system will remain in backup for the Line Qualify time. This can be adjusted from 30s to 10s or 3s in the Line Sensitivity menu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjust the Line Qualify Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W cannot provide battery backup (UPS FAULT: Red LED ON)</td>
<td>1) Check battery interconnect cable is connected between ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W and each battery. Confirm that when plugged in the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W recognizes the batteries (a dot on the LCD will light up for each battery detected). 2) Confirm the batteries are also connected to the PIM via AC cable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries not attached or available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries voltage is too low (not charged)</td>
<td>The UPS inverter is not operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The UPS inverter is not operational</td>
<td>Contact Econolite technical support at 800-225-6480 or <a href="mailto:support@econolite.com">support@econolite.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The load is too high for the UPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter Overload</td>
<td>The output circuit breaker is a 20Amp push button breaker located on the front of the PIM. Make sure the white button is pressed in all the way (flush to the plastic). Confirm voltage at Cabinet Load reads 120Vac.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The temperature is outside the operational range of the UPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tip switch is activated while the UPS is in backup mode.</td>
<td>The device is out of level by &gt; 15 degrees. Return it to a level state. Power cycle the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W as needed to clear any fault.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status screen states BACKUP UNAVAILABLE</td>
<td>This status will be present if the AC Power and UPS Output are out of specification (too high &gt; 124V or too low &lt; 116V). Also, an excessive load on the inverter can cause this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Circuit Breaker maybe open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W emits an audible beep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A single Beep is heard.</td>
<td>This is normal and represents: 1) System going from NORMAL to BACKUP mode 2) System going from BACKUP to NORMAL mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emits single beep and has RED LED on UPS 1000W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W emits a long beep, followed by a string of 6 short beeps</td>
<td>The load is too high for the UPS (see “ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W cannot provide battery backup”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZincBlue2 system does not meet expected backup time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries are not completely charged or are near the end of their service life.</td>
<td>1) Make sure batteries are fully charged (White light blinking) and not in charge mode (Blue light) when doing run time testing. 2) Hot and cold extreme temperatures can impact runtime. 3) Check actual load on the home screen of the display or ZincBlue2 Software to confirm that it is in the expected range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet may have poor power factor.</td>
<td>Account for power factor as part of the load.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Fault</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The LED on the Battery Panel/Module is RED</td>
<td>This can occur if there is a hardware failure or if the cold start button is pressed for over 10 seconds while the the battery is powered by AC. Remove AC from the Battery Panel/Module. Force battery off by holding COLD START button down for 10 seconds as needed to turn RED LED OFF. Return AC power and perform a Power Loss test to confirm battery will go into backup mode (GREEN LED). If RED light remains on the battery panel/module, contact technical support at 800-225-6480 or <a href="mailto:support@econolite.com">support@econolite.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZincBlue2 Troubleshooting Chart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZincBlue2 Troubleshooting Chart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always in BYPASS mode (BYPASS LIGHT IS RED)</td>
<td>1) System will go into BYPASS mode when the ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W is not connected to the PIM or not operational. Make sure the AC power from the PIM is connected to the UPS 1000W; both input and output AC must be connected. Confirm ZincBlue2 UPS 1000W is active (LCD screen is ON). 2) Internal contactor maybe damaged. Contact Econolite technical support at 800-225-6480 or <a href="mailto:support@econolite.com">support@econolite.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Limited Warranty

Econolite takes pride in engineering and manufacturing products that meet our customers’ needs for quality reliable uninterruptible power solutions. As part of that commitment, we are pleased to provide our customers with this limited warranty.

1. Econolite Control Products, Inc. ("Econolite") offers a Limited Warranty on all new products it sells against defects in material and workmanship under normal use and service for a period of two ("2") years for electronic components and five ("5") years for battery cells. The Limited Warranty commences the later of the date the product(s) is shipped from Econolite or the date product is shipped direct from an authorized Distributor (not to exceed 90 days from the original ship date from Econolite).

2. This Limited Warranty provides for replacement, repair, or refund (at Econolite’s sole option) of Econolite products by Econolite or by a Econolite authorized repair service. This Limited Warranty shall not apply to products that have been repaired by service personnel other than those authorized by Econolite. Econolite’s products that have been altered or modified without the express written consent of Econolite will void this Limited Warranty.

3. This is an exclusive warranty. Any remedies are restricted to repair or replacement of the effected product at Econolite sole discretion. Econolite is not liable for damages, which may include; uninterrupted or error free operation, loss of profits, loss of use, costs of installation or removal of defective equipment. Econolite is not responsible for any damage or injury directly or indirectly incurred due to design, operation or defect of its products. There are no warranties for loss of data. No other warranties are expressed or implied.

4. This Limited Warranty only applies to defects which may have arisen from system failures related to components or workmanship of Econolite product(s) and does not apply to any other defects which may have been due, but not limited to the following restrictions and exclusions:

   a) Accidental damage caused by abuse, misuse, mistreatment, abnormal stress or strain or vehicular accident;

   b) Damage as a result of misuse, exposure to harsh conditions, such as, temperatures below or above the operational limits outlined in the User’s Manual, electrical power spikes, negligence, improper installation including but not limited to incorrect wiring or improper grounding, improper battery storage including exposure to corrosion, damage by vermin, damage relative to immersion in water or other liquids, lack of proper care and/or preventative maintenance;

   c) Use or maintenance of Econolite products in any manner not approved or recommended by Econolite including unauthorized servicing, repair, and/or maintenance;

   d) Alterations or repair of our products other than approved in writing by Econolite;

   e) Alteration of serial numbers or identification marks; and

   f) Acts of God, which may include earthquakes, storm damage, lightning strikes, flooding or any other cause beyond the range of intended use.

5. This limited warranty does not provide to the customer or other parties any remedies other than those outlined above. No representational warranty regarding product performance, whether expressed or implied, by any representative of Econolite or agent of Econolite, shall be binding upon Econolite.

6. Econolite reserves the right to inspect and render final decision on each limited warranty case. If it is deemed necessary to repair or replace a Econolite product the replacement product assumes the original warranty date.
Warranty decisions are solely at the discretion of Econolite.

7. Econolite reserves the right to improve or make product modifications without incurring obligation to update, retrofit or install such modifications on previously sold products. However, Econolite may make upgrades and product improvements available to end users free-of-charge or for an upgrade fee at Econolite's sole discretion.

8. Econolite will not cover the shipping costs of authorized returned goods, but will pay for return shipping if product is deemed to qualify under this Limited Warranty. Returned products must be shipped in authorized packaging materials. Any repairs required due to improperly packaged equipment will be the financial responsibility of the shipping party.

9. This Limited Warranty is only valid to original purchaser or to upon transfer to an original end user.

10. An extended warranty can be purchased at time of original purchase on a per year basis up to three additional (3) years.

11. Written authorization for the warranty return of merchandise (RMA) must be obtained from Econolite, at 1250 N Tustin Avenue, or emailing support@econolite.com or calling 800.225.6480.

12. Econolite will perform warranty repairs at its place of business, or designated repair facility per its standard warranty procedures. All communications with the end customer will be handled via Purchaser’s representative. In the event that Product is returned and repairs are required or requested that are not covered as a warranty, Econolite will provide such repairs only after receiving written authorization from Purchaser. Econolite will then invoice Purchaser for such repair and Purchaser will make payment upon receipt of invoice.

THIS LIMITED WARRANTY SUPERCEDES ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. ECONOLITE NEITHER ASSUMES NOR AUTHORIZES ANY OTHER ENTITY TO ASSUME ANY OTHER LIABILITY OR LIMITED WARRANTY IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE OR SERVICE OF ANY ECONOLITE PRODUCTS.
Glossary

**AC**
Utility power typically 120 VAC 60 Hz

**AC-**
AC Power grounded return

**AWG**
American Wire Gauge

**ETHERNET**
A system for connecting a number of computer systems to form a local area network to control the passing of information between them

**F**
Fahrenheit

**Firmware**
Computer Code that resides in a board level product.

**Flash**
Nonvolatile Memory

**IP**
Internet Protocol

**KB**
Kilobyte

**LED**
Light Emitting Diode

**LCD**
Liquid Crystal Display

**MB**
Megabyte

**MS**
Milli-seconds - one thousandth of a second

**NC**
Normally Closed Contact (circuit completed)

**NEMA**
National Electrical Manufacturers Association

**Nickel-Zinc**
Rechargeable battery chemistry that uses Nickel and Zinc (NiZn)

**NO**
 Normally Open Contact (circuit not complete)

**PIM**
Power Interface Module

**SMTP**
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol - An Ethernet protocol for sending e-mail messages between servers

**SNMP**
Simple Network Management Protocol - An Ethernet protocol allowing a master computer to poll other computers in a local area network

**SOFTWARE**
Computer code that usually resides in a PC or higher-level computer

**True RMS**
True root mean square

**UPS**
Uninterruptible Power Supply

**VAC**
Volts Alternating Current

**VDC**
Volts Direct Current